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Let (A, G, a) be a G-central C*-dynamical system, and B be a separable, 
seminuclear, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra of B. Then (B, G, al B) is G-central. If 
(B, Iw, r) is any one-parameter C*-dynamical system, 4 is a KMS state of B, and A 
is a C*-algebra containing B, then 4 has a state extenstion ((, satisfying Jl(t,(b) a) = 
$(ab) for all a in A and all analytic b in B if and only if there is a contraction 
Q: A -+ Q(B)” such that Q 1 B = x4. I: 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, so that tl is an action of a 
locally compact group G on a C*-algebra A, and let B be a G-invariant 
C*-subalgebra of A. There are various notions of (asymptotic) abelianness 
for the system (A, G, a), which were classified in [S]. Some of these are 
clearly inherited by the subsystem (B, G, c1( B), irrespective of the group G. 
If G is amenable, so that any G-invariant state of B extends to a G- 
invariant state of A, then it is clear that all the notions are inherited with 
the possible exception of notion 1 on p. 430 of [S], which has subsequently 
been given the names of “quasi-large” [6, 71 and “G-central” [2]. Recall 
that a G-invariant state 1,9 of A with associated covariant representation 
c**, =l+G, Z.Q) is G-central if, for any a, b in A, any z+,(G)-invariant vector g 
in Xti and any x in rcti(A)‘, 
inf I (x,(a’b - ha’) xv, q ) 1 = 0, 
where the infimum is taken over all a’ in the convex hull of 
{4s)(a): g E G>. M oreover, A is said to be G-central if every G-invariant 
state is G-central. This is equivalent to the property that the set S,(A) of 
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all G-invariant states is a Choquet simplex whose boundary measures are 
subcentral measures on the state space of A, or equivalently that 
1+4)‘n Q(G)’ c n,(A)” 
for all + in S,(A) [2, Theorem 4.3.141. 
If tj is a G-central state of A, it does not necessarily follow that Ic/ )B is G- 
central. For example, let A = M, @ M, (where M2 is the C*-algebra of all 
2x2 complex matrices), B= {b@b:b~M~}, G=%, 
$(a@b) = i(a,, + bzz). Then Ic/ is U-central, but 1,5 1B is not. However, A is 
not U-central, since the state $‘(a @ b) = t(a,, + azz) is not U-central. 
In the next section, it will be shown that if A is G-central and B is a 
separable, seminuclear, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra, then B is G-central. 
(Here, B is seminuclear if B@,,, D embeds in CO,,, D for any C*-algebra 
C containing B, and any C*-algebra D[ll].) The assumptions of 
separability and seminuclearity may be unnecessary. It was shown in [6] 
that if B is separable and every centrally ergodic state of B is ergodic, then 
B is G-central. Here, a G-invariant state 4 of B is erg&c if 4 is an extreme 
point of S,(B); q5 is centrally ergo&c (or G-factorial) if 
q(B)” n z,(B)’ n u,(G)’ = C 
[2, 131. This is an invariant version of the notion of factorial state, and the 
inheritance problem for G-centrality reduces to an extension problem for 
centrally ergodic states, in that if every centrally ergodic state of B extends 
to a centrally ergodic state of A, and A is G-central and B is separable, 
then B is G-central. Now the factor state extension problem has been 
solved affirmatively under the assumption that B is separable [ 12, 151, but 
the general method does not seem to be immediately applicable to centrally 
ergodic states. However, the earlier, less general, methods of Sakai and 
Tsui [l, 3, 11, 161 are suitable. 
In the final section, it is shown how these extension methods work when 
the given state of B is an extremal KMS state for some one-parameter 
action on . This extends a result for trace states in [ 11, the possibility of 
such a generalisation having been suggested by a remark of A. G. 
Robertson. 
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2. G-CENTRAL SYSTEMS 
Let B be a C*-subalgebra of A, and C$ be any state of B. Recall from cl, 
Sect. 21 that there are affme homeomorphisms between: 
(i) the set 8 of all states o of A a,,, rc,( B)’ such that 
o(bQA)= <~,@)d5+6> 5,) 
for all b in B and d in x,(B)‘; 
(ii) the set % of all contractions Q: A + n,(B)” such that Q 1 B = K~; 
(iii) the set Y of all states $ of A such that $ I B = 4 and 
.@,(A 1 E, c (Q(B) E,)“, 
where E, is the orthogonal projection of &$ onto [nI(B) tti]. 
The homeomorphisms are given by 
Q(a) = E,G(QQ 1) E,, = &Q(U) E,> 
4aQd)= <Q(a) di5,, t,> = <Q(Q) dt,, tr>> 
$(a) = 4aQ 1) = (Q(u) 5,, 56>, 
where E, is the orthogonal projection of z,, onto [z,(B@ 1) l,]. Here, 
and in the sequel, we identify X4 with [n@(B) tti] and with 
[n,(B@ 1) 5,], and rc) with the corresponding subrepresentations of the 
restrictions to B of rcfi and rt,. We shall also identify 2, with KU, E, with 
E o, and 7~~ with the restriction of rcru to A (see the proof of [I, 
Theorem 2.31). 
The state 4 of B is said to be compressible in A if the sets 8, 9, and .Y 
are nonempty. If 4 is factorial, the extreme points of Y are factorial exten- 
sions of d[l, 11, 161. 
Now suppose that B and 4 are invariant under an action E of a group G 
on A. Then Ad u4 defines an ultraweakly continuous action of G on n+(B)‘, 
and a 0 Ad u1 is an action of G on A @,,, n,(B)‘. The homeomorphisms 
above specialise to correspondences between: 
(i) the set & of G-invariant states in &; 
(ii) the set Z& of maps Q in 9 satisfying 
Q(h)(a)) = u,(g) Q(u) urj(g)*; 
(iii) the set 9, of G-invariant states in Y. 
For such corresponding $, o, uti = u,, and u) is the subrepresentation of 
u+ on X4. 
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THEOREM 1. Let B be a G-invariant C*-subalgebra of A, and q5 be a cen- 
truly ergodic, compressible, state of B. If G is amenable, then 4 has a cen- 
trally ergodic extension to A. 
Proof: Let B, be the closure of the algebraic tensor product of B and 
x6(B)’ in A O,,, Q(B)‘. Choose any wO in B, and let $ = oO (Bo . Then & is 
a G-invariant state of B, satisfying 
Thus XJ = A$, ~4 = uo, and zJ(b @ d) = n,(b) d. In particular, 
q( Bo)’ n um( G)’ = 7co( B)” n TC,( B)’ n ud( G)’ = C, 
SO $ is ergodic. Since G is amenable, the set of G-invariant extensions of 7 
ot A CL, z+(B)’ is a nonempty, compact, face of S&A@,,, z+,(B)‘) con- 
tained in gG. Let o, be any extreme point of this set, and tj = w1 (A E YG. 
Then o1 is ergodic, rrti = rc,, 1 A and ZQ = u,, , so 
n,(A)” n n,JA’) n u,(G)’ c q,,,(QB)‘)’ n z,,(A)’ n u,,(G)’ = @. 
Thus I) is centrally ergodic. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is amenable, A is G-central, B is a G-invariant C*- 
subalgebra of A and 4 is a centrally ergodic, compressible, state of B, then 4 
is ergodic. 
Proof: Let $ be a centrally ergodic extension of 4 to A. The fixed point 
space of uti is a one-dimensional subspace of A$ [2, Theorem 4.3.171, and 
therefore the fixed point space of the subrepresentation ZQ is also one- 
dimensional. Hence q5 is ergodic. 
COROLLARY 3. If G is amenable, A is G-central, and B is a separable, 
seminuclear, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra of A, then B is G-central. 
ProoJ Since B is seminuclear, every state of B is compressible [111. By 
Corollary 2, every centrally ergodic state of B is ergodic. It follows from [6, 
Theorem 31 that B is G-central. 
If B is inseparable but nuclear, and G is separable, then Corollary 3 
remains valid. This depends on the following fact. 
LEMMA 4. rf G is separable and B is not G-central, then there is a 
separable, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra C of B which is not G-central. 
Moreover, f B is nuclear, then C may be taken to be nuclear. 
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Proof. Choose (by the failure of G-centrality) 4 in S,(B), x in 
rr#(B)’ n urn(G)‘, y in Q(B)‘, and q in &‘& such that xyq # yxq. There is a 
separable, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra Br of B such that q, xv, yq, xyq, and 
yq all belong to [Q(B,) <,I. Let q5r = q5I B, E S,(B,), and x1 = ElxE, E 
TT+,,(B~)’ n u,,(G)‘, y, = E,yE, E z9,(B1)‘, where E, is the projection of X4 
onto [n,(B,) tb]. Since xry,q # y,x,q, B, is not G-central. If B is nuclear, 
then the proof of [4, Theorem 31 shows that B, is contained in a separable 
nuclear C*-subalgebra C, of B. Let B, be the G-invariant C*-subalgebra of 
B generated by C,. Repeating this last construction, we obtain C*-sub- 
algebras B, c C1 E B, E C, E . . . such that C, is nuclear and B, is G- 
invariant. Then C = (u C,)- is G-invariant and nuclear, but not G-central. 
COROLLARY 5. If G is amenable and separable, A is G-central, and B is a 
nuclear, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra of A, then B is G-central. 
Proof If B is not G-central, then by Lemma 4 there is a separable, G- 
invariant, nuclear, C*-subalgebra of B which is not G-central. This con- 
tradicts Corollary 3. 
It is also possible to extend [6, Theorem 33 to some cases when the C*- 
algebra is inseparable. 
COROLLARY 6. If G is amenable and separable, A is nuclear, and every 
centrally ergodic state for (A, G, LX) is ergodic, then A is G-central. 
Proof. If A is not G-central, then by Lemma 4 there is a separable, 
nuclear, G-invariant, C*-subalgebra B which is not G-central. By 
Corollary 2, every centrally ergodic state of B is ergodic. This contradicts 
[6, Theorem 31. 
It is nuclear whether the assumption of seminuclearity can be dropped 
from Corollary 3. An attempt to imitate the solution of the factor state 
extension problem [3, 12, 151 proceeds as follows. Suppose that q5 is cen- 
trally ergodic and that there is an injective von Neumann subalgebra %I of 
x$(B) such that ‘W n no(B)’ n u,(G)’ = C. Then there is a representation 8 
of BOrnin !IJI on X6 with 8(b@d) = x4(b) d [9, Theorem 4.11, and therefore 
there is a state 8 of Barnin llJl with 
&bOd)= G#Wt, te> (bEB,demxn). 
Let D be an ultraweakly dense G-invariant C*-subalgebra of !IH on which 
the action of G is strongly continuous. Then $1 BOrnin D is ergodic, and as 
in Theorem 1, extends to an ergodic state o of A@,i,, D whose restriction 
to A is centrally ergodic. Thus, if such a von Neumann algebra ‘!JJI exists 
whenever 4 is centrally ergodic, then compressibility can be dropped from 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, and seminuclearity from Corollary 3. 
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3. KMS STATES 
In this section, consider a one-parameter C*-dynamical system (B, Iw, a), 
and let /I be a real number. Recall that an (a-invariant) state 4 of B is a 
KMS state at inverse temperature fi if 
for all b, in B and b, in a dense *-subalgebra of the set B” of (entire) 
analytic vectors for 42, 53.11. 
If B is a C*-subalgebra of A, define a state # of A to be B-KMS at 
inverse temperature p if 
Naa(iLNb)) = ICl(ba) 
for all a in A and b in B”. It is easily seen that $ is B-KMS if and only if, 
for each a in A and b in B, there is a continuous (bounded) function F on 
the closed strip in @ bounded by the lines Im z = 0 and Im z = 8, which is 
analytic in the interior and satisfies 
f’(t) = Il/(aa(t)(b)) 
(see [2, Proposition 53.73). 
F(t + iPI = Ha(t)(b) a) 
It is well known that the KMS states at a fixed inverse temperature form 
a simplex whose extreme points are the factorial KMS states, and the uni- 
que boundary measure representing 4 is the central measure of 4 [2, 
Theorem 53.303. It was shown in [ 1, Proposition 3.11 that if a is the trivial 
action of R (so that the KMS states are the traces on B) and 4 is any KMS 
state (trace of B), then Y is the set of B-KMS (B-central) extensions of 4. 
The following result extends this to any one-parameter action. 
THEOREM 7. Let 1+4 be a KMS state for (B, R, a) at finite inverse tem- 
perature 8. Then q4 is compressible if and only $4 has a B-KMS extension to 
A. Furthermore, 9 is the set of all B-KMS extensions of 4. 
ProoJ Replacing a(t) by a( -Bt), there is no loss in assuming that 
/I= -1. 
Suppose first that 4 is compressible, and let I+G be any state in 9’. For b in 
B” and a in A, E$z$(a) EJ,~rc4(B)” and 
IC/(a(O@) a) = (nJa(i)(b)) Etin+(a) E,&, 54) 
= (Etin&) E,nJb) ts, tg> 
= $(ab). 
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Conversely, 5, is a cyclic, separating, vector for z,(B)” [Z, 
Corollary 5.3.91; let J, A be the modular involution and operator, so that 
JA1h4(b) te = A- “2Jr4(b) 5, = n&b*) & (b E B), 
Qx(i)(b)) = Ap1n4(b) A (b E B”). 
In particular, for b in B”, x,(b) [r~D(Ap1’2) and 
A -1’2”d(b) 4# = ~&W)(b)) te. 
Thus {x4(b) <,: b E B”} is a dense subspace of X4, invariant under the self- 
adjoint operator A - ‘j2, and is therefore a core for A ~ “* and hence for 
JA ~ I:*. 
If de n@(B)‘, then d<, E D(JAp”2) and JA- ‘I2 dc, = d*t,. Thus there is a 
sequence (b,) in B” such that 
Ill,@,) 54 - &,I1 -+ 0, 
11 JA ~ 1’2nl(bn) & - d*t411 + 0. 
NOW for c,, c2 in B and a B-KMS extension II/, 
(Q(CI) &n&4 E, &AC,) 5,, t,> 
=li=-‘(%(cd E,qAa) E,~-Q,(c,) ~&J tr, tg) 
= lim Il/(c, ac,b,) 
= lim $(u(i)(b,) C, ac2) 
=lim<A-‘Gb,) An&,) &p&4 -&QL(c~) 5,, 5,) 
=lim<%h) Ep&) Ep&2) t,, Ax&J* tm> 
=lim(~,(c,) Ep&) Kp&,) tr, A’i2Jq,(b,) &,> 
=lim<%hd &p&4 Ep&,) 5,+ JA-1’2~1(b,) tr> 
= <Q(c,) E,TJ~) 4754~2) 5+,, d*t,) 
= Gdc,)dE~+4 E,~L+(c,) t,, &J. 
Thus E, rc$(a) E, E n,(B)“, so d is compressible and @ E Y. 
EXAMPLE 8. Let On+, be the Cuntz algebra generated by isometries 
S , ,...1 S,,+, with 
n+l 
s*si= c sl”s,= 1. 
,=l 
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Let %;, be the Toeplitz C*-subalgebra of O,, , generated by S1,..., S,. 
Details about these algebras may be found in [S, lo], but the properties 
needed here are as follows. If X, is the (elementary) ideal of J$ generated 
by &+,X+, and q: X + YJX, is the quotient map, then %J& may be 
identified with Co,, with generators Ti= q(Si). Moreover, 0” contains a 
UHF subalgebra %n generated by { T,T,*: (,uI = Jv( }, where p = (p,,..., pk) 
and v = (vl ,..., VJ are multi-indices from (l,..., n}, 1~1 is the length k of p, 
and T, = T,, . . . Tpk. There is an action CI,+ 1 of R on 0,, + 1 with 
an+*(t)(sj)=eitSj (j= l,..., 12 + 1). 
Since j, and X, are CI, + ,- invariant, there is an induced action on O,, and 
this is the action u,, satisfying 
a,( t)( Tj) = eitTi (j = I,..., n). 
Then %n is the fixed-point algebra of a,,, and there is a projection P, of 0n 
onto %n given by 
so that 
PnVJd) = 
T, Tv* if IPI = I4 
o otherwise. 
Let z be the trace state on %n, and 4 = r o P, o q on yna,, so that 
f$(S,S,*) = i ;-Ip’ 
if p=v 
if p # v. 
Now r 0 P, is a KMS state for LX, at inverse temperature B = log n [ 14; 2, 
Example 53.271, and therefore 4 is a KMS state for IX,+ 11x at p = log n. 
Let 1+5 be a yfi-KMS extension of 4 to 0,, + 1, and consider a word S,Sy*, 
where p and v are multi-indices from {l,..., n + 1 }. Let m be the least 
integer such that pm = n + 1 (if this exists). Then 
rC/(S,S,*)=~(S,+,S,,+,“.S~kSv*~n+I(ilogn)(S,,..‘S,m~,)) 
=o 
since +( S, + 1 S,*+ i) = 0. Similarly if vi = n + 1 for some j, then $(S,S,*) = 0. 
Thus 
if p = v, pj 6 n for all j 
otherwise. (*) 
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Conversely, let I+? be a state of 4 + , satisfying (a), p, v be multi-indices 
from {l,..., n + 11, and p’, v’ be multi-indices from {l,..., n >. If pi = n + 1 for 
some i or vj = n + 1 for some j, then 
II/(S,S,*~n+ I (i log n)(S,,S*)) = 0 = $(S,,S:S,Sf). 
If pi 6 n and vi < n for all i, j, then 
W,Sf~n+ 1 (ilogn)(S,.S~))=~(S,S,*cr,(ilogn)(S,,S~)) 
= fjq!+s*s,,s,*) 
= l+qs,,.s$s,s~). 
Thus $ is a y$-KMS state. 
Since X is nuclear, it follows from the general theory that (b is com- 
pressible, and therefore has some yn-KMS extension $,,. It follows from (*) 
that 1+4~ is unique. It is easy to describe the state $0 explicitly. In the 
canonical identification of FH + 1 with the infinite tensor product of M,, , 
[S, 21, lc10 is the composition of P, + , with the infinite product of the state 
[q,] + n - ’ cy=, a,;. 
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